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Commitment Details

Commitment Name
We are a national campaign covering the NHS in England - our aim is to reduce avoidable harm by 50% and save 6000 lives - bottom up movement approach to change using innovative campaign methodology to support a community of over 270 organisations

What Patient Safety Challenge does your Commitment address?
Challenge 1 - Culture of Safety

How Many Hospitals Will This Commitment Represent
419
Commitment Summary
Reducing avoidable harm
Saving lives
Building the just culture for safety so staff feel able to speak out and are supported when things go wrong
Instilling a preoccupation with failure
Promoting solutions to address the causal factors that contribute to most harm - communication, observation, information, design and relationships

Commitment Description & Detail
learning webinars
supporting participants create safety improvement plans which set out their actions and plans for the next three years and beyond
working with academic partners to focus on a few key areas
joining up policy and system levers

Action Plan
Enage - aim of over 160 participant organisations and over 300 individual staff members (already over reached) Action - aim of over 100 safety improvement plans across the NHS in England (already over reached) Learn - aim to hold learning events to identify what works and what doesn't and share the learning in real time over the next year

Commitment Timeline
Campaign lasts until 2017 and hands over to fifteen academic partners who will then continue until 2020